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WITHOUT CLEAN WATER, SOCCER UNIFORMS WOULD 

NEVER MAKE IT THROUGH THE ENTIRE SEASON.

You may not think about how water gets to you 
when you need it. You don’t have to, because we 
do. We run the treatment plants, pumps, and pipes 
that deliver clean water and safely carry away our 
used water. 

But here’s a dirty secret: Those systems are aging. 

Waiting until they fail is not an option. We all need 
water to wash, cook, bathe, and do countless other 
daily tasks. Our families need water to thrive. 

Your water and wastewater bills pay for 
investments that guarantee clean, safe water is 
available. All day, every day—now and for future 
generations. 

Water—Essential. Reliable. Invaluable.

Environmental Public Health
Office of Drinking Water

DOH.Wa.Gov/DrinkingWater
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